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MAKE AMERICA A BEHER PLACE

LEAVE THE COUNTRY.

YOUR SIOP NEXT
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FOOTBALL
Dialogue with a Linebacl<er:

"Let's see, ttie first game was, ahh, St.

Peter's, Jersey City. That's where they had

the fire. You didn't hear about the fire?

Yeah, we ate the pre-game meal in a diner,

a diner, and they served us steals and eggs

that looked lil<e it was fried on the floor. Just

as they brought the food a grease fire

started out back and everybody had to leave

—the smoke and everything. We managed to

steal some rolls in the confusion, so my first

pre-game meal was a glass of iced tea (no

lemon or sugar) and a stale roll. We got

beat. 33-0 or something like that.

"Second game? St. Vincent's. That's a

nice nine hour bus trip; carbon monoxide In

the back and all. Pre-game meal was sup-

posed to be spaghetti but Garofolo went

crazy when he heard about it. They changed

it to fried ham (which I hate), so my second

pre-game meal was some hot tea and a

couple of pieces of bread and butter. We
got beat. 22-16. We scored in that one.

"Catholic U. was next. No contest, we were

never in the game. It was terrible. That kid

had a great arm, and coupled with our de-

fensive backfield. . . . 33-0. That number

keeps sticking in my mind. They had old St.

Louis Cardinal uniforms, and there was

probably still some Cardinal left in them. It

was terrible.

"Uhh, I think St. John's was after that. I

don't remember too much about that one

except that their coach wore his underwear

to the game. Yeah! He had these white

shorts on and it just looked like his under-

wear, and that's what he wore on the field.

We got beat. It was ahh, twenty-seven, thirty-

three, or something to nothing.

"Then we went to Wilkes-Barre—Kings

College. It rained. No, first it snowed, then it

rained. Mud. We dressed in a lockerroom

under the stadium. There was a toilet in the

middle of the room. No partition, just a toilet.

It was almost as bad as home games—you

know, the commode that overflows onto the

shower room floor. I don't remember what

the final score was, we didn't score. We un-

leashed our surprise play that game. We
worked on it all week, the 21 Swoop. We ran

it twice and King's got a safety and a touch-

down out of it—nine points. I remember I

told the official to keep the clock running,

we weren't going to call any time outs.

"We won the Fairfield game. We scored

first and had them down 6-0 into the fourth

quarter when they scored and kicked the ex-

tra point. I thought it was all over, but we

scored on one of those long desperation

passes. Garofolo got the ball.

"Scranton was the last one and you know

how that one ended, 8-6. Will the club be

back next year? Don't know, really don't

know."







Fairmount Park Boathouse Origi-

nal Stocl<ing—Foot Museum and
Amphibious Zoo, and it's little sister

Lucille is what runs up and down the

steps of Wister (except for some-
times Gabe Di Federico trying to

keep warm) when the river freezes.

Their's is a very strange business.

Since the Pennsylvania Liquor

Control Board stole Dad Vails (Pend-

ing is an editorial by this reporter "a

cop stepped on my mug with a

horse."), twenty thousand collegiate

lunatics groping to justify their

sobriety for Dad Vails and Skimmers
are being cajoled into watching

boats. (Oh, are they what this is all

about?) And aside from "Dahling,

I've just had a horribly aesthetic

whatchamacallit. If that is a boat,

and this is an oar, why this statue

means something entirely different."

A large number (some thirty-five or

forty) are rediscovering crew as a

sport. Even George of the Boathouse
is occasionally seen at the window
peering toward the racecourse
through a telescope made from an

old bottle.
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So this is what it was like—the year

that meant nothing, the good year, the

great year, the long-awaited year that

seemed robbed of all meaning before

it even started. Bless us, N.C.A.A., for

we have sinned. And sinning, we have
been chastised: go directly to jail, do
not pass Go, do not participate in post-

season tournaments, do not collect

twenty five cents after freshmen bas-

ketball games.
Somehow, you can't get away from

the idea that it all started four years

and as many coaches ago. Walters

was gone almost before we came, and
Heyer was two years of lingering

hunger, cautious optimism, and noth-

ing better than 14-12. We couldn't

seem to get an arm loose to swing,

and when the frustration broke and
rippled down the dorms we rounded
up provisions for a simple statement
of attitude, which we dragged across
the street and hanged on the tele-

phone pole.

One upstairs person or another de-

cided that if the primates wanted to

raise rabble, we ought to invest in a

rabble-rouser, and since Gannon was
tired of all the screaming and holler-

ing anyway, we hired Harding. Wil-

liams brought us Taylor. The sky
yielded 215 pounds of talented manna
in Szczesny. Ervin and Dunphy settled

in, everybody struggled to learn the

psychopathic new system, and we
were off and running.

And running. And running. And
wearing grooves into the floor in

Wister, and waking the neighbors in

the middle of the night, and generat-
ing an obsession that spasmodically
lashed out with something akin to

awesomeness. So it came to pass that

good old fanatical Jim eked out a

costly 20-8, scared hell out of the gen-
tleman coaches of the Big Five, and
stormed off to make his fortune, leav-

ing behind the hulk of a basketball
team as demoralized and notorious as
any one coach, season, or crusading
sportswriter could make it.

But there is a legend among my

people that many years ago there

lived a great leader, strong of heart

and tall of body. This man had lived

among us, but in the fullness of time

had gone away. His deeds were leg-

end and the very mention of his name
was greeted with bended knee. But

best of all, it was said he would return

The second coming of Tom Gola
marked the return of La Salle basket-

ball to national prominence. Picked to

finish somewhere in the top twenty
(with luck), the Explorers responded
to the Gola' mystique and climbed
steadily from, "Others Getting Votes,"

to 15th, to 11th, to 9th, to 7th, to 5th,

to 3rd, and 2nd in the national polls,

before time ran out at West Chester

mann. Cannon, Michuda, Witalec, Hol-
zer, Walters, and Walsh, and some-
how shook up the whole mob to

charge through the season as if they
really meant to win all twenty-four.

It all started against Baltimore:

Gola pointed his five in the general

direction of the court, muttered "kill"

or some such other spell, divided the

waters, and the twenty-four-game
massacre began. After Baltimore (100-

57) limped back into the woodwork,
the Explorers snared Rider by an un-

inspired twenty (79-59), and simply

beat Miami, 96-71. Niagara at Niagara
has never been a favorite assignment
for La Salle, and beating the Purple
Eagles (88-73) with Roland sick and

and only the bitter what-might-have-
beens remained.

Through twenty-four games, the Ex-

plorers displayed a brand of basket-

ball which none of us who saw it will

ever forget. Gola used what amounted
to a starting seven: veterans Cannon,
Williams, Taylor, Wlodarczyk,
Szczesny, and Dunphy, plus a vastly

underrated rookie named Durrett. He
hoarded reserves that included Mark-

Cannon benched for disciplinary rea-

sons provided a momentum and re-

spect that had been absent on previ-

ous La Salle teams.
Canisius (68-56) and Albright (91-

65) were added to the bag, and an

undefeated La Salle waded into the

Quaker City Tournament. Penn State

fell in the first round, 70-55, despite a

poor shooting night for the Explorers,

and Indiana joined the Nittany Lions,

as the Blue and Gold vaulted into the
finals on the high end of 108-88
score. But South Carolina burst the
bubble (59-62^ and assured that there
would be no tournament wins for La
Salle. It was the first and last loss for

a team that would come back from
disappointment to win its next fifteen.

Hofstra (89-68), Creighton (103-84),
and Syracuse (83-63) were run over,
and Western Kentucky was pressed to

death in a magnificent 88-81 uphill

fight. The upset-minded Penn Quak-
ers lost on the foul line (78-64), and
N.l.T.-bound Temple was humiliated
100-85, as the Explorers broke the
Owls into individually wrapped pieces
and a 22 point lead at the half. La
Salle travelled to St. Francis for a
night of run and shoot and a 107-95
win, and returned to the Palestra to

maul Loyola, 102-65. Lafayette tried a
slowdown at the start, discovered it-

self trailing 11-0, and finally suc-
cumbed, 97-65.

Villanova fell (74-67) in the most
emotional game of the year, as fans
danced in berserk joy, nets came
down, and the final surge to the #2
ranking began. American U. and St.

Joe's were the next sacrificial lambs,
and while the Eagles played the role

well (96-72), the Hawks surrendered
the Big Five title stubbornly, 84-67.

Duquesne elbowed its way into town
after dumping a shell-shocked Vil-

lanova, and was able to savor an 85-

71 loss on the seven hour busride

home. Detroit added a last bit of ex-

citement before becoming number 22

(98-96), and the end came as we were
told it would—in West Chester (91-

73), not only without a bang but with a

missed shot.

And when the dust settled, Bernie

signed with San Diego, Larry chose
the ABA along with Szczesny, Roland
was recognized as one of the finest

guards in the country, Stan just

waited, leading scorer Doo-rett would
be back, and Gola . . .?

Nectar and ambrosia for fifteen,

please, hold the onions.
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"At Bobby Barrett's Uncle's house we tapped a

half keg and gave Coach Smith game shirts some
l<leptomaniac contracted at Eastern Baptist and
Drew. Smith made a little speech, but we weren't

paying a whole helluva lot of attention. Barrett and
Nowakiwsky will coach next year, Bobby on de-

fense, Roman on offense. The stuff about getting

thrown out of the E.C.A.C. isn't true.

"You should have been there Saturday night,

though, to really appreciate these people. Chic

mimicked six straight Sinatra albums without miss-

ing a word. Schillia was doing his imitation scissors

kick in the middle of the living room. Jack and
Rodney were talking about the bus trip back from

D.C.

"That was wild, too. Like tryouts for goalie five

minutes before the St. Joe's game. At the Delaware

game Schillia kicked a goalie in the ass. The
referee, I remember, was running around the field

after him yelling, 'Number twelve, come back
here!'

"We have a place kicker from the club football

team, a Christian Brother who'd rather walk, a

player-coach whose father is general manager of

the Ukranian Nationals, a defensive captain who
brays like a mule and a goalie who takes off Jew-

ish holidays.

"We'll beat Ursinus, we're gonna beat all them
low-life colleges. We'll squeak past Hofstra maybe.

I don't know."







The rationale of it all is that, well,

if a guy looks lil<e a baboon then it's

the duty of the baseball team to let

him know—him and anybody else

within shouting distance. As they tell

it, the loss of Koziol is going to mean
far more than the graduation of a

frontline pitcher. "Koz could really

dig deep. He worked on ethnic back-

grounds—the other guys were just

generally gross, but Koz, he was
smart. He could really think up some
good ones. He had the voice for it

too, the kind that carried. When you
think about it, we gave it to just

about everybody, but we were really

tough on Italians."

Thin on pitching, as in most years,

the '68 LaSalle Baseball team
counted on a two pronged attack to

dismantle their opponents, and more
of the same is expected this season.

The formula is simple: the bench
grills the enemy over a slow fire of

quaint invective (subtlety is occa-
sionally dispensed with), and Ex-

plorer baserunners proceed to steal

anything in sight. In a surprisingly

short time, weakpoints will turn up
(who will ever forget the somewhat
flabby Penn righthander lovingly

referred to all afternoon as,
"pussgut") and the catcher's arm
will either separate itself from his

body or simply hang useless.

What Coach McDonnel thinks of

all this has not been recorded, but it

makes for a good afternoon's enter-

tainment.

I



The pool in Germantown is dark and foul.

The bus ride up is chilly and boring. It's

winter, and all you want to do is warm the

soles of your feet on a radiator. You're cold,

you're tired, but you show up for practice.

Kirk runs the practice, but you get a rougher

workout from the chlorine and the steam

room atmosphere. Some nights when you

leave, the taste goes with you.

But you keep showing up for practice.

You exercise, sometimes; you swim lengths;

you work out. Johnson, Strunk, McCullough,

Cook, Merkle, Mayer, Tract. Sometimes you

don't feel like swimming, but you swim any-

way. Some days all you can notice is your

arms are a little stiff from the cold. You
work out for weeks without press notices.

Most of the time no one even knows who
you are.

Then you have meets, and excitement,

sometimes. You win, but nobody notices.

Sometimes you wonder if it's worth it. But
everybody keeps on working, and Kirk

keeps on pushing. You don't know why, but

you do it. Cliches can't describe it, you just

keep on swimming.
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Track. Spring sport. Usually involving an

oval track. Sometimes involving assorted

paths through assorted parks. Then it's

called cross-country. Usually. Spectator

sport. Of sorts. Sometimes noticed by school

newspaper. Rarely noticed by larger rags.

Involves stamina and determination. Also,

taped ankles and loneliness. Almost nobody
knows who's on the track team, except the

other guys on the team. And their parents.

And their girlfriends. Sometimes.

Track. Cross country. Much work involved.

Hard work. Track people don't seem to

mind. Nobody seems to care. They run. They
run some more. They run a lot. Sometimes.
They have meets. They win. Nobody no-

tices, except their parents. And their girl-

friends. Sometimes. But they keep on work-
ing. Hard. They encourage each other. It's

Spring, Winter—hot or cold. They run in long

easy strides. They dream. About winning.

About being noticed. Sometimes.

CROSS COUNTBT

AND

mcE
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Scene: a drafty garret in Austria. Seated at a desk is a young oral

communications professor dressed like a late thirties' version of

an eighteenth century composer. Enter coughing: a heavy
woman in a baggy mink coat and ripple soles.

Woman: Sydney, what is it with you? Why don't you just get a
job like the boys in the other drafty garrets around here?

Sydney: Goshawillikers, I can't stop now. I've almost finished with
my masterwork.

Woman: Masterwork, schmasterwork. Why don't you get a job?
Sydney: But listen, this work will inspire those tired, huddled

masses yearning to breathe free to achieve new heights of

greatness and grandeur.

Woman: Grandeur, schmandeur. Get a job.

Fade to dream sequence. Scene: a leftover set from a Shirley

Temple epic. After a slideshow, film sequence, and general
brouhaha, enter chorus—one hundred gymnasts dressed as
little rubber duckies.

Chorus: All we want is a show somewhere.
Far away from a tragic fare.

With songs stuck everywhere

—

Oh isn't this just maudalin.

Bring back shows that no one can bear,

So that folks can stop and swear.
About its dairy air:

"Is-n't—this—just—maud-a-lin?"

Exit chorus in a puff of paisley smoke. Enter Ingenue, wide-eyed
and willowy. Followed closely by Sydney humming softly and
dressed like a typical dream hero—buskins and a floor-length

loin cloth.

Willow: (vacuously) What are you doing, prithee?

Sydney: (suavely) Of Thee I Sing.

Willow: (sweetly) What will you do, good sir?

Sydney: (urbanely) Once Upon a Mattress.

Willow: (striking him with an inflated pig bladder) Fresh.

Dissolve back to garret. Same as before.

Sydney: Do you feel its magnificence? Does it move you?
Woman: Move, schmove. Why don't you get a job? (Pause)

Listen, kid, I gotta go now. See ya In the third act when I die of

tuberculosis. (Exit)

Slow fadeout on Sydney's musing figure.
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In reference to the previous article thiat I

wrote on this topic' my respected col-

league, Professor J. Edward Smeedy, has

seen fit to question my expertise on the un-

usual "God of Rag" cult.^ To clear up cer-

tain gross misconceptions in the respected

Mr. Smeedy's article, and to further enhance

the public's share in my vast store of knowl-

edge, I have once again taken typewriter^ in

hand to offer a modest, although somewhat
extensive, presentation of the facts in this

situation. This article is not intended to de-

mean (Vlr. Smeedy's reputation— I am too far

above petty academic squabbles for that"

—

I merely seek to rectify gross errors in cer-

tain misdirected efforts at scientific criti-

cism.*

Nobody^ knows exactly when the cult be-

gan.' Some theorists feel that it arose be-

cause of widespread opposition to ROTC,
an ancient method of military training.' Oth-

ers feel that the group arose as a manifesta-

tion of a peasant rebellion that opposed
outdated institutions and bureaucratic
idiocy.' The correct theory, however, is that a

group of nasty people banded together to

spite the kindly and indulgent powers that

were.'"

This "God of Rag" cult, a perversion of

the more established "Journalism" cult,

spread wildly—growing from its original

fifteen members to more than twenty in less

than four years. Steps were taken to supress
this cult, but, buoyant as insensiate

mastiffs," the "Yellow Journalists,"

as these fanatics were wont to be
called, blundered on. The cult was finally

suppressed by that great resource of the

masses: stupid indifference. Before the

group disappeared, however, they left re-

cordings of their beliefs in an archaic tran-

script called the "Collegian. "'^

The "Collegian" survives today as a badly
printed compendium of spelling mistakes
and grammatical errors. Texts are difficult to

study because of the poor quality of the
paper that composes it, and because of the
language, which is incomprehensible to all

but the most competent scholars because of

the clumsy colloquialisms" and arcane ideas
that it contains. The "Collegian" itself is a
loosely connected series of vastly unrelated
and incoherent fables.'" from this melange,
however. I have abstracted the facts about
the deities who established this cult, and
have written a gross simplification of the
deities, aimed at the average mentality of the
journal reader.

At the head of the divine galaxy was one

Cawley the Radical. Known to the faithful as

"Father Cawley." this supreme ruler pre-

sided over his demense with an iron hand

and a pointed tongue. Uttering his terrible

battle cry
—

"Bullshit"'*—Cawley, the direct

descendent of Smith the Obnoxious, struck

fear in the hearts of those who deviated from

the right path. Cawley was assisted in his

task by several "Gods of Rag." These gods,

though not as well known as the governing

deity, did, however, share in some of the

mighty tasks that framed the limits of "Yel-

low Journalism."

Cawley's major assistant was Curley, god

of Theory. Annointed as Cawley's successor,

Curley devoted his labors to thinking about

what the supreme god should do. The re-

sults of this philosophical thought were two

important concepts; graphs'* and tomb-

stones." The exact meanings of these terms

are known only to Curley, but he will always

be remembered in the "Collegian" as the

god who created the sacred "rivers."

The deity who contributed most to the flow

of those rivers was the god of Wine and

Song—Jankowski. This shiny-pated god,

famous for his long journeys on his hands

and knees, gave new credence to the history

of Polish jokes, and brought a breath of

cheer into the workroom of the gods.

Responsible for maintaining the workroom
of the gods was Lehning, god of Provender.

Since gods are immortal and hence unsup-

plyable, the provender deity doesn't really

do much. But if he does do something, the

other gods will be sure to notice it, unless

they're distracted by something important,

like breathing.

The final member of the major deity was
Frank, the god of Moderation in All Things.

Frank was a notable deity in that he was
invisible— invisible to mortals, invisible to

the gods, invisible to himself. Nobody is ex-

actly sure what this god did because no one
could ever see him do anything.

The major deities were assisted by several

minor deities'^ whose functions were to per-

form the gods' minor activities, like work.

This group included Klock. god of Politics:

Towers, god of Gravity; and Heaney, god of

Jock.

Klock," god of Politics, was a special

favorite of the masses. Screeching and
pluming, Klock brought the principles of

high finance to pagan god biz. He was
rarely seen by the other gods, choosing to

seek the company of other active deities. His

work was carried out by two associate dei-

ties—Byrne, god of Education, and Whalen,

Fertility god.

Towers became known as the god of

gravity for his tendency to drop out of no-

where. Constantly reappearing and disap-

pearing, this deity floated in and out of the

ranks of men. When Towers drifted away
from the minds of men for too long, he was
replaced by Santoni, god of Blah. This god

—tasteless, odorless, colorless, and some-
times gaseous—quickly surrounded himself

with two assistant deities—Loh of Curly

Locks and Glennon the Uncertain. These two

aids swiftly took charge of the lesser sages

and synchophants whose power and activi-

ties earned, first for the works of Towers,

then for the works of Santoni, the worshipful

title of "Mighty Features.''^"

The strongest power of the minor deities,

however, was Heaney, god of Jock. This rug-

headed patron of over-developed biceps

and under-developed minds heralded a new
era of hollow minds in solid bodies. Speak-

ing in flowery malapropisms, this mighty

warrior god provided the imagination and

inspiration for the teeming masses who
sought new heroes to express their fears

and aspirations. The specific task of creat-

ing heroes, however, was left to Karwacki,

god of Toadies.2' Karwacki, whose ability to

perform the god of Jock's work in the tat-

ter's inevitable absence, disappeared into

the hinterlands one day. and was never seen

again.

The "God of Rag" deities were also

served by several orders of sprites, spirits,

and faeries. These ethereal beings were

seen only on rare occassions, but their

presence was undeniable. First was Gutow-

ski, patron of the Muses. This figure was
noted for his grammatical anarchy and for

his inability to spell the first letter of the

alphabet. Then came De Dominicis, chariot-

eer to the gods, patron of purple prose, and

general nuisance. Finally, came the Mimics,

those entities that could duplicate reality

with their magical tokens. ^^

The first group of mimics was called the

Recorders. These Mimics reproduced the

sound of human speech exactly, and would

use these reproductions in their disclosures

to mankind. Their names were Krimm the Ex-

pansive and De Wald the Neat.

The second group of Mimics was known
as the Depictors. These Mimics would use

their tokens to reproduce the physical pres-

ences of men. The other gods would then

use these depictions to supplement their

lengthy moral discourses. Of the Depictors,

Storms of the Long Beard, McKenna the In-

competent, and Fennell the Ghastly—the

latter of whom often disappeared in a flash

of light that blinded mortal men.

Sequestered in Olympian isolation, the

"Gods of Rag " lorded over their vasty em-
pire and brought a new age of enlighten-

ment to suffering mankind. Unfortunately,

the sloppiness and general bad taste of the

"Collegian" distorted true belief in "Yellow

Journalism " and created bad feelings

throughout the land. The "Gods of Rag
"

were destroyed by ignorance and pedantry,

the very weapons my rivals seek to use

against my work. But, unlike the doomed
"Gods of Rag," my meticulous work will

stand as long as informed and coherent

speculation rules the roost. To those who
would question my arguments, I defy their

petty attempts to prove me wrong.

FOOTNOTES
Author, •God of Rag," The Brooklyn Eagle, p. 23.

J, Edward Smeedy, "Abortions: Deiiberate Actions

or Simple tvlisconceptions?" Ciifil War Times lllus-

Itated. p 106,

An Olivelli 4000. serial number 023 806 95.2.

Author, "Those fvlean and Evil Critics of Mine,"
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While the exact origin of this term is unltnown, it

IS believed to be vaguely obscene,
A typical example of this misuse of the language
is the constant recurrence of the term "FRXL." The
exact meaning of this term has not yet been deter-

mined, but in a forthcoming article i shall prove

that It is a euphemism for a peculiar bowel dis-

. A place where horfef were kept.

- A mysterious product available in large quantities.

Possibly the byproduct ol the rival academic defty

or. more likely, the byproduct of a FRXL (see note

16. Later becarr

17, A famous to

; for Gerr I battlE

Those deities under the age of 21 millenia,

. Not to be contused with Clock, the god of Time.

. Not to be confused with John Barrymore. the

"Great Profile."

. Not to be confused with Froggies, who often went

> ol t 1 SEPTA fare inc
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The top of May is what it's

come to now, and Grubb

Street hangs, out of breath.

The year was green, and it

hummed.
As far as building mobiles

from broken stained glass

windows goes, there will al-

ways be the Grubbers. But

'68-'69 saw sixty-two hundred

people breaking and bunch-

ing and breaking and having

pains three minutes apart so

that suddenly out at Twenti-

eth and OIney a half-dozen

derelicts with pens and
brushes and guitars thumbing

in the same direction flagged

down an itinerant garbage

scow, mistook it for a low

swinging chariot, and the

trumpets blew and the walls

fell down on cue and the

magazine was nearly born

before the team.

Once you recognize a

Grubb Street, there is very

little you can do but wrestle

with It. Grubb is the mobile

infant mind; excited, absorb-

ent, wrapped in swaddling

self-awareness and sky high

on a double-shot of disre-

spect. Don't look at it, look

through it.



Joe Mast leaned against the battered

desk in McCartliy's Red Room, "Home of

the Elite." and fingered deliberately the

taped bayonet of the Springfield
propped between his legs.

"If he cancels practice again today I'm

quittin'."

lovine grinned and dropped a twenty

on the desk.

"Twenty dollars says you won't."

Despite new uniforms, a decent sched-

ule of meets and a well respected Hard-

ing-type moderator in Major Solomon, the

PRESIDENTS GUARD
spirit of the elite crumbled. The four-by-

four hard-corps minimum for competition

held together out of some strange sense

of duty. The death throes of the organiza-

tion typified those of many established

campus activities. They cut practice, they

cancelled practice, they dogged at prac-

tice, they all but quit.

Joe Ivlast scooped the twenty from the

desk, put his weapon back on the rack

and left grumbling. Within a week he was
back on the team.

It was not a year for re-outfitting, but

for re-evaluating. The Recondos, ROTC
Ranger unit sucked much of the life out

of the marching machine, (Eleven of the

sixteen member Presidents Guard trick

block also devote time and effort to get-

ting the newly formed Reconnissance

Commando unit on it's feet) but the sud-

den drain of enthusiasm from the nation-

ally renowned "silent drill" remains strik-

ing despite the conflict of interests.

The last unity of the President's Guard

somehow inheres in the parties at Nick's.

A very good thing to remember. If the

organization is ever to regain prestige,

the avenue will be the fraternal atmos-

phere of a Pershing Rifle unit of some

sort. It's like. Why don't you give me
flowers, sometimes?



"We're gonna take these col-

ored cats and we're gonna
make them Black. We're not

anti-white understand, we're

just pro-black. Being anti-white

is bad. You automatically get

yourself into this negative bag,

and that's a poor bag to be in.

If you're gonna have white

friends, have 'em. Just don't go

out and seek them at the neg-

lect of your own people."

Behind the door marked
"Black" moves a fire-breathing

magic idea. It is the contention

of the Black Student Union that

a Black consciousness based

on the revival of Black Culture

will restore the Afro-American's

pride In his race sufficiently to

insure a realistic settlement of

Human rights difficulties, rather

than a compromise that presup-

poses on all sides consessions

being made by a "greater" to a

"lesser" race. The theory is

magic because the value of this

particular approach will still be

a matter of conjecture after the

Human rights problem has been

resolved.

But the idea is potent. It de-

mands heroism and offers in-

tensity. It demands creativity

and offers personal satisfac-

tion. It demands devotion and

offers enough ramifications to

keep anyone from boredom. Be-

hind the door marked "Black"

brothers are getting it together.



How fraternal can a fraternity

be when those who tail its

pledge period are accepted on
an equal basis with those who
pass? The Caisson Club en-

joys billing as the largest frater-

nal organization on campus. But

the Caisson Club Fraternity is

not one tenth the size of the

Caisson Club.

The core of the thing can be

expected to persist indefinitely.

There will always be a Gomer
to command the spotlight detail

at the Military Ball, an Anderson

to play hot-potato at the Or-

phan's Christmas Party. Some-
how five or six workers will

show up every year.

But the time has come for the

R.O.T.C. cadets at LaSalle to

commit themselves more will-

ingly to their bag, especially in

light of the structural changes

that seem inevitable for next

year.

The Caisson Club needs
some re-structuring too. It's no

longer necessary to cope with

student apathy. It's time to do

something about studied disin-

terest.

CAISSON CLUB



CLUB '69

The great, slumbering mass that is

the Evening Division (fresh from the
real world) queues up for septa
beasts and disappears. But the offi-

cers and representatives of Club '69

linger on, work to excess, and look
back with what might properly be
labeled as pride. Craig, Zimmerman,
Rump, and McCabe whipped their
surly crew through a brace of hoe-
downs, a children's Christmas party
(with toys an' ev'rything), a senior-
underclass football brouhaha, and a
fantabulously successful senior din-
ner dance. And then, on the second
day, they rested.



Hypm

Si STUDENT
CONGRESS

Ever wonder who sponsors those
neat costume parties? Student
Congress, that's who. President
Kensey, Vice-President Schieber,
Treasurer Mehlhorn, and Secretary
Graziano keep things humming as
official representatives of the stu-

dent body to the administration. Rep-
resentatives, elected from various

course actions, promote and manage
all social affairs for the benefit of

the student body and watch over all

matters related to student welfare

and extra-curricular activities. Next
year comes the ice cream social.



S.A.M.

HUMANITIES ASSOCIATION

CROSS KEYS

ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION



I.E.E.E.

SPRISSLER AWARD

MARKETING ASSOCIATION

DEAN'S AWARD



ALPHA EPSILON DELTA

POLITICAL SCIENCE

ASSOCIATION

THE GAVEL



VETERAN'S CLUB

HISTORICAL SOCIETY

CHYMIAN SOCIETY



SOCIOLOGY CLUB

ST. GABE'S

MARKETING ASSOCIATION



COLLEGE UNION COMMITTEES

SLAVIC CLUB

S.A.M.





YOUNG DEMOCRATS

SEMPER FIDELIS

BETA ALPHA

GERMAN CLUB

PSI CHI

PSYCHOLOGY CLUB
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FABRICIAN SOCIETY

FINANCE ASSOCIATION

ST. THOMAS MORE SOCIETY

ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION
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GREEKS
This is just a little note to

tell you what you meatballed
up which I am writing, being
stoned, in last year's Fraternity

section, for about seventy men-
tal reasons. It is, I suppose,
difficult for you nerds to ap-
preciate the diverse periphery
that living adds to the four
year path that is La Salle. We
have many wonderful memo-
ries which shall last a lifetime

that even yearbooks cannot
take away. It is of this perverse
diariphery that I sing.

Frats are



Phi Sigma Epsilon

drinks made from whatever is left in the glasses. And coming home with only one sock on. And Mack trucks with kleenex,



Pi Sigma Epsilon

and dashing handsome American youth, some with acne and beer bellies. And Frats are pins you give her



to keep her in there when
she's hearin' bells and
you're not. They're to

pledge when Gar's starts

carding, or 'till you're

old enough for AA. Frats

Phi Kappa Tau ^
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are why, if you take your

girl, sit at the west end.

Frats are seeing the
snakes St. Pat drove out

of Ireland

Delta Sigma Pi



in New York. Frats are blind dates with esteemed personalities. And an ear to ear grin so close it might as well be your own,

Pi Kappa Phi



and wild oats in search of acreage. Frats are how you find out where egg-painting Ukranian nuns hid IVlanor Junior College

Beta Alpha Lambda



and why. Frats are so
you can sleep well to-

night, knowing we'll
keep the place alive 'till

you get up. Frats are

having so many back
exams it wou Id have
been easier just to study

the material.

Frats are moderation's

school of hard knocks,

Teke would anything,
and the ecumenism of

Phi Kappa Theta



Cardinal Puff.

Taii Kappa Epsilon
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Gabe DiFederIco is a hard man to pin

down, Whellier razzing his classes toward

ptiiiosophical tliougtits or defending tiis new
apartment rug against dripping pizza, tie

vibrates with the energy of a kazoo band

playing a Beethoven symphony.
"Stop talking and start doing. The non-

doers may not do, but that shouldn't prevent

the doers from doing,"

Bustling from cafeteria to classroom, from

office to library, from meetings to God
knows where, this expert in Anselm demands
the effort from students that he expects of

himself.

"There are students who want to pass
themselves off as learners, and they want

to drop names. They read a book and
they're authorities on it. They don't want to

sit down and come to grips with these ques-

tions or these Ideas. Learning is hard work. I

don't think many people want to suffer by

working, but I think suffering is part of

learning."

Ho distrusts machines.

"You can't capture me on that—what is

it?—tape recorder. But you really can't

capture mo—that is the whole point ol arlifi-

clality. I really try to be as natural as I can
bo. Many people think that it's playacting.

If poopio would face the experience that's

right tjoforo ttiom, rather than think of the

structures that are already implanted in

them, willfully or non-wiilfuily, they'd be a lot

bettor oil. That's why you can't capture me
on that thing— It's |ust artllicial."

And the band played on.
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"I would say the students and fac-

ulty are pretty much: cooperative at

times. Sometimes we get a little sass

—they give us some noise, but they

come around eventually. Security is

the last thing people think of until

something happens. Now that we are

getting a larger attendence, we need

more men, and younger men. The

older men can't cope with the

younger students: they take the jok-

ing around too seriously."

"If it looks like we are going to run

into any serious trouble, I don't hesi-

tate to call in the police. For in-

stance, that is what we did with some
of those ROTC demonstrations. Or

take the case of the incident in the

cafeteria last year. For a few minutes

it looked like we were going to have

a full scale riot on our hands. I had

already alerted the police in case we
had any serious trouble. But I

thought, as in a lot of these demon-

strations, that they are only looking

for someone to start something so

we just stayed in the background. My
men aren't equipped to handle any

major disturbances. Our main job is

to prevent fires on campus. What we
really need to carry out that job is a

mechanized unit which we could use

to bring additional fire extinguishers

to the scene." Lt. Thomas Kane

paal; p4 bob; pl4
Rich; P9 ocxJen; PI*
mike; pll daue: pl8

torn and jake; pl6

conueasation: p6

B, lyes: Oas eTeryfning diangedl aroBncl here;

T. Smoiliers: "OM Frea HaiPris Jiasiri i cliangetl. He's deafl.

B. Ives: "He's dead?"

T. SmofKers: "No, tut he migJil as well he,"



Also Sprach Zarathruslra:

Mad Dog Paul's

in funk

who used to

crawl in Muses'

and bark onetwothreefourliue dryheavesrightquick

he was a messed up kid

pool

Jesus

and what i want to kno
why don't you understand the man
Student Prince

Ask me about euthanasia.

What about euthanasia. PauP
They're no different from youth in Europe. Africa .

Thanks. Paul

Did you hear what Kelly did?

No, what?

Well . . ,

He's a genius

He's sick-



"I hate language that obscures thought

and I hate generalizations that cause no

one any pain."

Claude Koch, novelist and teacher, re-

laxes in his office. The desk is covered

with books. Books on art. Books on the

Renaissance. Books on anything that in-

terests him. Drawings of figures are

propped up around the room.

"When you're young you must align

yourself with some virtuous act that really

takes responsibility off your own shoul-

ders, gives you the glory of moving with

the mob without the pain of broader indi-

vidual responsibility. To a great degree

this is all taken from your shoulders, and,

unless the context is favorable, when you

reach that point where you have to think

and suffer as an individual, you will

avoid thinking and suffering. The young

person seeking meaning and value in so-

ciety can align himself with the virtuous

act and withdraw when suffering is in-

volved.

"You act today and don't expect the

consequences. There are a good number
of young people who don't expect the

consequences for their acts; or, they will

settle only for the consequences that are

favorable to them. And, indeed, if the

consequences emerge, they can really al-

ways pull out."

Mr. Koch leans back, comfortable as

pipe smoke.
"I've never said anything that I would

care to have repeated. Any ideas are

likely to be mine only in the sense that I

can't identify their origin. Anything that I

have conceived that I want to stand, and
that I would back is what I have written.

That I'm behind because that comes out

from something that seems to me much
more perceptive and stable than my
words at a particular time."

Report from South Street

the burning tisti

acrid and sfiining

reduce to ashes,

ttie crusts ot blackened scales

their seasmetl lingers

late upon the market Iringe.

heavy, and superadded to

the pungent smoke, the iodine

crackle ot the burning stall

overnight I meander
about the square.

the charred lumber
hanging broken black:

above a Neapolitan baby cries



A unique experience—higii school teacher

by day; college teacher by night. That's Mr.

Gerald Tremblay, quiet, good teacher, well

liked. So well thought of that he was named

Evening Division teacher of the year last

year. No pedagogue either. "I don't think

anything I teach will be used in the office, in

the business. I teach the students how to

read, to read literature—which is different

from just reading. That's rather personal, a

kind of education I think, so it means more

to them in terms of enjoyment and develop-

ment than being utilitarian right away.

"Am I teaching people to communicate

more? I wouldn't say that. IVIaybe I would

say I'm teaching literature to make them un-

derstand themselves better. To understand

people, or themselves, or the world.

"I enjoy teaching in night school. I never

taught in day school so I can't compare it,

but it seems the night school student is very

interested. He seems to want a real educa-

tion on the whole. Motivation is so important.

Maybe because of their particular set-up

night school students have more motivation,

more particular reasons for doing what they

are doing. They tend to take it seriously."

Spoke A. "I've changed a lot, you know. Like

even when I go back home I see things in kind of

a nostalgic sense. I mean I've come to a deeper
appreciation. I don't take things for granted so
much anymore. Of course there are many influ-

ences there. I'm a bit more worldly-wise I sup-
pose. You know, Thomas Wolfe comes back. You
can't go home anymore. I realize a few of these
things now.

"But how could I regret it? It's just . . . well it

wouldn't do any good if I did. I don't consider it a
bad experience any more than learning to tie my
shoelaces. It's just a thing that happened and I

have to accept it as a part of my own historicity,

and live with it."

And B. "I can't say I ever regretted starting to

smoke , . . oh . , . yeah. I have regretted it in the
sense that if I had never associated with it at all

I probably wouldn't have gained as many insights
as I think I have. The way my mind is now . . .

well let's say I probably would have been more
easily subjected before. I would probably have fit

in more easily with the whole way of life that has
been mapped out for me, so to speak. Like I

would be a happy deaf, dumb, and blind guy.
Like Dostoyevski's bull-man. I'd be happy be-
cause that's all I'd know. But now . . . somewhere
I started to read the "wrong books " and I started
to recognize religion as shit. I started to smoke
then, and began to see other things as ridiculous.
And now I'm kind of unhappy with the whole
thing. But then, the insights might all be illusory.

In one way I sort of wish I was the straightest

guy in the world, because then I'd fit in so well.

But then I think, would it really be me?
"I've thought about quitting for short term peri-

ods. I'll never think about quitting for good.
Sometimes I quit for like a month, to get organ-
ized, because you can't get too organized when
you're stoned all the time. Or I say, 'I'm not going
to take acid for a long time now, because . . . be-
cause I don't want to.' And I won't. But with
grass it's different. I know I'll never stop smok-
ing.

"Really, there's only one thing I've found you
can't do stoned; And that's if you have a cat and
it has a litter box you can't empty it if you're
stoned. But I really do get disorganized as hell."

A. is for acid. "It's . . . Well, I've been on trips

where I get back and find I've run through about
ten thousand years of western philosophy. For
the first time I could understand things like,

cogito ergo sum; or, 'l-Thou' . . . Like, I could
put these things in a concrete perspective for
myself. I could see more intensely, you know,
problems like why I have an identity, why I have
these eyes, why I see a thing out there. Like, I've
been in this bag for awhile where, you know, if I

have something it's the same as him owning it,

because he's just one other consciousness out-
side of me. He has the same way of receiving
things as me, even. It's a spiritual bag. Some-
thing out there tells me why I must exist, you
know, in this time-space continuum.
"And psychology ... I mean I come to under-

stand the psychoses, the anxieties; I can relate
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George Schaller wears his hair long, his

collars turtleneck, and measures out his

days in coffee cups.

"We're no longer allowed the luxury of

plugging into structures. We've got to proj-

ect faith into the people here and bring them
together creatively. If men here begin to

face the honesty and truth of a situation, we
can set up an atmosphere to ask questions.

We have to move away from the usual atti-

tude in which everyone kind of bloodsucks

and create a learning environment where
people interact to find real growth, real hu-

man progression."

He teaches theology by day, but has been
known to tell people at parties that he's a

surfer from Ocean City. His basic aim in

class is to have his student respond without

restraint, his basic technique is informality.

"A priest is sort of like a blacksmith. It's a

quaint occupation, but obsolete. Today's

world has less tolerance for quaintness, and

we simply must adjust."

things like hysteria to me. I think even used, you
know, clinically, acid could uncover whole new
areas of thinking, whole new levels of mind.
Sometimes on trips I think, like, non-conceptu-
ally. I get to thinking so fast, images blur past . . .

but I'm satisfied with it. It's like the art thing

where you can perceive forms in masses of

white. I sometimes float on trips in places where
there is no tactual object, but I'm contented.

There's meaning in this, there's purpose in just

being."

S. is deep. "Acid gives you a strange kind of in-

sight. You start to see things and suddenly
they're not the same; they can turn red, green,

disappear, reappear, suddenly you don't have the

same kind of esteem for things that you used to.

That's one thing I get immediately after a trip. I'll

look around, and I'll say, 'Well, that's pretty cool.

That's a bed. But it might not be. It might be a

waffle.' Not that that affects you totally, but if

gives you a different perspective of things. Es-

pecially other people; When you're with another

person there seem to be no barriers between you
and he. As a matter of fact there's no difference

between you and he. He is you; you are he, in

sort of a fisheye lens arrangement.

"It's a helluva experience, but I can see the

danger, too. In New York once . . . Well, if I didn't

have so many hangups about killing myself I can

see where I might have said, 'Jesus, I can't take

any more of this!' I can understand how you
could lose control of your mind and never get it

back again. At least not for a long time."



Calm. Unruffled. Peter Vujacic moves

through the maze of modern physics.

White: P-KB4
Patience and detachment of a chess mas-

ter. Discusses logic. Communism. Modern

life. His escape from Yugoslavia.

Black: P-K3

Personality emerges like the dignified

drift of his cigarette smoke. Maneuvers the

objects on his desk with the deliberation of

well-planned moves. Chalk and cigarette

lighter checkmate an ashtray.

White: P-KKt4

"Time has been the talk of revolutionaries

for hundreds of years. Don't wait—because

of the revolution. Revolution means that you

have to convince the people of something

quickly to give them momentum. While the

momentum holds, you've got to have that

momentum to get anywhere. If you stop just

and think—you never think in a revolution

—

you stop and think for one month, the whole

thing's going to fall apart. Because when

you try to build up revolution, it's always

urgency which you have to proclaim one.

People must be moved into frenzy. You must

not lose momentum, you must not think."

Blacl<: Q-KR5
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He speaks in a Southern drawl that sub-

merges in the rapidity of his speech. Rapid

and assured. He seems to know what time it

is without looking at his watch.

"In my view, time's already run out, if you

will. At an international level, if you will, the

substantial evidence from my point of view

is that typically and generally, as far as I

can see, not without exception, but typically

and generally, the United States, which has

been a country in its Constitution, in its be-

liefs, and at least in its expressed pattern, a

people and a society that stood for various

freedoms for the people and so on, now

stands in adamant and absolute support of

dictatorships around the world, and does it

in the name of freedom. Now, what I'm trying

to say is: time has run out in those places."

Mom doesn't do your laundry any-

more, You form a jazz trio, you make
your own spending money. As for the

real liberal education at La Salle . .

.

"I've grown less concerned about

the appearance, I no longer consider

it important. I look at college as an

academic haven—a place where you

can come and be massaged by the

aspects of the haven. We're exempt
from the draft; we're given a certain

amount of time to complete our edu-

cation. So now I can talk to people, I

can develop my own ideas— I finally

broke away from the molding arm of

the bio department.

"When I turned in the recommen-
dations, he mentioned my hair. He
said a professional attitude is not

formed overnight. I said I didn't think

a professional attitude was a func-

tion of . . . you know, clothes. I could

cut my hair and put on a three piece

suit tomorrow. I love bio and I have

a professional attitude that comes
from a lot further down than . . . well,

you know.

"I haven't been accepted at medi-

cal school yet. I've been rejected by

5 out of 9. Maybe it won't be so easy

for me. I don't regret it, understand,

breaking away like I did; it made me

more of a person. Technically I

guess it was sort of a mistake. I per-

sued music very heavily. None of my
close friends are bio majors. I have

friends in English, the arts. The
branching out may have hurt me.

Medical school ostentatiously says

they want a well-rounded person.

They ask for, you know, your extra-

curricular activities. But every biol-

ogy student, even if they were not in-

volved in extracurricular activities

per se, always has some sort of

extra thing done in sciences, so they

always had as much to put down as I

did. The stuff I put down was music,

you know, jazz concerts. I put down
that I did a video tape for the Phila-

delphia Board of Education, "The

Gone World," poetry and all. It was
shown in Philadelphia, and at Colu-

mbia University. I also said I was on

television another time.

"I don't know how these things

were reacted to. I mean they could

have said I wasn't furthering my edu-

cation in biology. My outside inter-

ests might have hurt me—but I don't

regret it because I think it made me
more of a person. You don't want to

go to a doctor who's a computer.

You know?"



Take Frasier or Mooney.

Take Mooney . .

.

Monday, Wednesday and Friday at nine-thirty-two in

tiie Science Cellar. John Mooney. who goes to school

to get out of the house but can't stay long enough to

impress 'em in the Faculty Dining Room, goes to

class to teach some math. He hurries because if he

misses by ten minutes they all go home and then he

has to sit in the office for an hour and smoke his

cigars and wait for the next bunch.

So he shoots down the hall with something else on

his mind, and the door swings twice, and somehow

he's inside so he puts the butt on the chalk ledge

and takes the other arm out of his coat and puts it on

the desk. And they sigh. "He's here " and sink to the

depths of desks, because they haven't had breakfast

yet, and they figure they might starve if they try to

stay awake. And he almost says "I'm sorry." and he

almost explains how lonely it is in the office waiting

for the next bunch. But on the other hand, if he didn't

show, they'd all be mad about getting up at nine-

fifteen for nothing.

"So ya wanna rise, gennulmen.

An wull say a liddle prayer."

And after all, six kids in six years, at least when he

comes to school he draws a bunch that sleep in the

morning.

"Did any of you people look at last night's assign-

ment at all? . . . Well, lets take a look at some of

those problems.
"



"The sad thing is that we don't even know Really

what a student is. Do you realize we call everybody a

student? Why? It's because the student traditionally

never had a status in society; he has never enjoyed

academic freedom. This is part of the reason for the

so-called student revolt, and its good, yes it is. it's a

positive thing. It's becoming the student's quest for

self realization. He is demanding and finding his own
place in society.

"Europe is different than America. In some places

in Europe there is total academic freedom. In America
we have decided to make the so-called student study

—we browbeat and scare them into knowledge. Both

methods are bad. fi/lany people would be lost in

complete academic freedom directly following high

school because they don't have the discipline. But on
the other hand, you know, when someone reaches a

certain stage in his education he should be left more
on his own. I think we should distinguish more care-

fully between upperclassmen and lowerclassmen.

"And why do you think things have turned out like

they have? Just look at the type of student we were
coming across—and still are at times. A 'college

man' was a fellow who went in for parties, panty

raids, sports, and maybe a bit of education. Paternal-

ism has been prevalent because the students did not

deserve to have it any better, because they just com-
plied to it. They were a bunch of conformists. When I

was in college, when I first came here, anything one
did that was not in conformity with what the group
was doing . . . well, you were in a bad position. But

this is changing. Students are gaining a place in

society because they are demanding it."

Leo D. Rudnytzky, Ph.D.

^

File it all under the

ninth beatitude. "And
Blessed are they who go
to job interviews, for

they shall be called,

'Obsequious.'
"

If you ask Mil<e about

the interviews, he can
rattle off the appoint-

ments one by one. He's

been to twenty-four in-

terviews—twenty-four
afternoons pacing the

third floor of the Union.

Coat and tie. Marking
time outside the rooms
with the quaint signs

taped on the doors: Mr.

Nerflinger, Crown Vetch,

Inc. Twenty-four inter-

views. Ten replies: Ethi-

con. Sun Oil, Interna-

tional Paper, The Budd
Company, Johnson &
Johnson, Caterpi liar

Tractor Company, Good-
year Tire and Rubber,

Continental Can, Con-
goleum-Nairm Incorpo-

rated, Firestone Rubber.

Basically, the first

nine said the same
thing: Hello, whatever

your name is, it was real

nice seeing you the

other day, but you're not

quite what we had in

mind, best of luck, sorry.

Nine very polite rejec-

tion slips and promises
of fifteen more of the

same. But a funny thing

happened on the way to

th a t ten th i

n

terview.
Firestone Rubber never

knew what hit it:

"I signed up for the

interview early in the

year, and it turned out to

be the afternoon of the

St. Francis game in

Loretto. I had tickets to

the bus and the game,

but since the bus left

early, I had to get some-
body to take the inter-

view for me. If you don't

show up for an interview

without cancelling out

first, they won't let you

take any more inter-

views. They figure since

you screwed the com-
pany, the Placement
Office will screw you.

Anyway, I had to find

somebody to fit my
height and weight. A
friend of mine (who shall

remain forever name-
less) went posing as me
and took the interview

without any trouble.
Then, I got the letter.

"It said, 'Dear Mr.

Cooney, it was a pleas-

ure talking to you, you

made a fine impression

on Mr. l-can't-remember-

his-name during your re-

cent interview and we
believe you are a pro-

spect for employment.'

"How did I feel? I

felt like I just screwed
them, and I felt happy.

It's like, you read about

things like this in books
and movies—Priscilla

and Miles Standish ... it

was hilarious. I wrote

them a letter, I said I

had several other offers

and that I felt they were
more to my liking.

"Why haven't I had
more success? I think

it's because of the way I

dress. I don't dress wild.

I wear a sportcoat, a

colored or striped shirt,

a patterned tie. But it's

not conservative enough
for those old fogies. I'm

convinced now that if

you don't dress like they

want you to (dark suit,

shoestring tie—no de-

sign, tab collars, black

oxfords) you don't have
a chance.

"I don't want to be a

company man. I know I

can do the work, I'm a

good worker—-probably

better then some others.

But even if a guy tells

me, 'Dress like we want

you to dress,' no matter

what the salary, I

wouldn't. Im 99% sure.

Even if it came down to

the last interview and I

had been turned down
by all the others, I still

wouldn't do it. I don't

think dress has a

damned thing to do with

job performance."



Comely Fran Spiegel has changed the shape of

the Modern Language Department. Bright-eyed and

blonding. Miss Spiegel often has more students than

desks in her classroom. "There's a very famous pic-

lure of the Sorbonne on the first day with students

sitting on window sills. Just jammed in like a sub-

way." The popular French teacher meets this prob-

lem with charming equinamity. however, and tries to

convey culture as well as verb conjugations.

'To communicate, you simply have to be aware of

what's going on in the world. You don't just do your

thing in class. You have to relate to things that are

going on.

"This American culture is killing imagination to the

point where you have to really work to stimulate the

imaginations of students. The less imagination you

have, the less artistic you are. Imagination means
creation in your mind. You can't create something on

paper that's of any value unless you've created it in

your mind first. And if you don't know how to create

with your mind, forget it, you'll never be an artist.

"The artist in this culture suffers more than the

artist in any other culture. That's why you have more
artists in this country who have to take drugs to get

stimulated. Artists are almost considered outcasts of

this society because they have no function. As far as

I'm concerned, it's very evident that this country is

becoming less and less cultural."



Most La Salle students think of

Charlie Wurtz as the guy in the Time
magazine ad who stands in the mid-

dle of Wissahickon Creek wearing

hip boots and a silly grin. Local biol-

ogy majors, however, know him as a

different man.
Bio majors will tell you that Wurtz

is one of two things: he's either a

bastard or a dirty old man. He usu-

ally denies the former and lives the

latter.

Wurtz, a biologist by profession,

fondly announces that teaching is a

hobby for him. He approaches that

hobby, however, with a verve that

keeps his students scrambling. He
doesn't answer questions, instead,

he tells the student where to find the

answer. His tests de -emphasize
memorization and demand the ability

to interpret information, an ability

which he also tests in field trips

throughout the area.

Whether teasing Chestnut Hill girls

by calling them "darling" and taking

them to lunch, or speaking with an

alarming frankness that stimulates

his students and horrifies his col-

leagues, he lives the ebullient life of

a happily married and dirty old man
who has a philosophy of life that

suits him.

"Booze is the only answer."



"1 don't think that there is any stigma attached

to the evening school degree. When this school

was started in 1947 or 1946, it was pioneering in

an area that was very productive, I don't think we

ever saw ourselves as a trade school type of op-

eration. From the very beginning there was built

into this a real desire to reach a quality educa-

tion. Subjects that were then required in the typi-

cal day school were required in the evening.

There is an attempt to update all the programs

we offer on a continuing basis. Our approach

here, as I see it, has never been a vocational ap-

proach. It has been a college approach, and that,

I think, hasn't changed. There is no watering

down of courses. There is no attempt to give

something less than the best we can. This has

always been the policy. The statement of objec-

tives that the first evening division catalog had

could be repeated today. This is a quality educa-

tion at different hours.

"One of the things we hope to do in the eve-

ning division is to start the education with the un-

derstanding that it isn't the end. We hope to give

the students the approach we need to continue

their education so that they can adopt to changes

we can't even see now. We are not training tech-

nicians—we are helping to educate college peo-

ple. This is the approach we have taken in the

evening division ever since it started. We're tak-

ing it now. I think it's going to pay off."

Joseph E. Crowley, B.A., LL.B.



Maybe it's simply too much liberal arts propaganda, but you just don't

expect a ptiysics teactier to have fingerpainlings on his wall, or a Santa
Claus suit tucked into a shopping bag under his desk, or to talk at length
on primary school education:

'Well, as I understand the New York trouble—the whole New 'Vork set-

up—we don't really have anything to compare with that because, as in so
many aspects of its existence. New York is infinitely more screwed-up than
anything that goes on in Philadelphia ... I think things are sort of nebu-
lously bad in Philadelphia, but I don't think people have really realized
how they can focus in . . . Some parents simply want their kids to grow up
to be technicians or fit in the way people in the northeast fit into society.

Others just don't know what they want, because they came through the
same system.

'.
. . These people (teachers) went to college, they've been trained a

certain way. they don't have much reason to believe they're wrong. They
never get out of their own classrooms. Their superiors are just older
versions of the same people. They have no reason to believe that they're

wrong, other than the results are bad. The kids come out uneducated, but
it's easy to blame that on the kids."

"^

"I could have been described as what we might
call a negro. I was very white-oriented. What was
good for white people was good for me. My
freshman year was involved in that. I was just

like another white person with black skin. Then in

my sophomore year I went to Switzerland, which
is a special kind of thing. When I came back my
orientation was still to a great degree white. It

wasn't till the end of my junior year that I discov-

ered that I was, in fact, black. I felt that my think-

ing should be black, my cultural orientation

should be black. My whole senior year has been
devoted to bringing the awareness of blackness

out in my brothers across the campus. That's my
involvement with the Black Student Union.

"My parents are going through all kinds of

changes, as well. There are certain conflicts, of

course, in being raised with one orientation and
then changing your orientation to one which you
think is more pure, more wholesome, more realis-

tic. You're bound to run into some conflict. But

these conflicts at home are being taken care of.

We're doing pretty well, so far, in making slight

changes in the attitudes of our parents. Both my
sisters are involved now in the "process to

Blackness" also. And so, through vicarious kinds

of pressures we're affecting a few changes in

our parents. Which is good."
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"Gentlemen, I have a few opening remarks:

If you fail this course, you're not safe

outside, let alone in an academic institution

-^

^
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school catalogues. Wary you are,

and abysmally ignorant pf the whole

routine. Remember how much fun it

was applying to the college of^our
choice? i

"Professional," do3j|^ quite do

her justice, but it comes close. Dr.

Weinstein and her Magical Mystery

Grad School File. Names, places,

strengths, fellowships for the picking,

good buddies on admissions boards.

Good God, the whole routine almo?*'

becomes bearable!

"Why didn't you come to r'

sooner?"
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Marat, we're poor, and the poor
stay poor.

Marat, don't make us wait anymore:
We want our rights, and we don't

care how.
We want a revolution—now.



"I have a reputation on campus: the repu-

tation being a preoccupation with sex. I will

have to admit that I do have a preoccupa-

tion with sex, for a variety of reasons. One.

it's a most unknown topic. It's fun exploring,

and thirdly, it seems to be demanded by the

sort of course I teach. This is my thing. But

for those who take the course, I think that

they do develop a feeling that, even though

sex is the most highly vocalized topic, I try

to give them a perspective.

"You might say sex has the capacity to

carry with it all of the feelings, positive and
negative, that an individual wishes to ex-

press to another. And this is a real, concrete

way wherein you can actually interact with

one another. Wives will use sex to get

things they normally wouldn't ask for in a

direct confrontation with their husbands.

Rather than confront the situation directly,

you have a kind of symbolic thing of with-

holding sexual activity unless the other

things are given, you can call it a kind of

prostitution. You could have a husband who
may be having troubles at work and he'll

use a sexual activity with his wife to prove

his worth. I believe that these things are

inevitable, that every sexual act will be

different from every other one, and within it

you'll have a multiplicity of meanings."

Joseph D. Kovatch, Ph.D.

You come to a middlin', Catholic,

urban college, and you don't expect

to find much. The large issues are

who's gonna win Saturday night's

game, or whether Schmidt's or Ort-

leib's is better. But sometimes an

anomaly crops up.

Pretty soon that anomaly finds

some other anomalies, and he has
an organization. Sometimes they

take over a newspaper. Then you
have a situation like Dave Cawley
and the Collegian. Topped with curly

red hair and stomping through life

on desert boots, Cawley, soft-spoken

and outspoken, says what he thinks,

especially to the faculty.

"As has been mentioned, I'm the

editor of that ever popular weekly,

the Collegian. Realizing full well that

this might be the only opportunity

that a student has to address a large

number of his masters, I have at-

tempted to compress a few thoughts.

"The fact of the matter is that 98%
of the students in this college dislike

you very much. We smile and scrape

for only one thing in most cases,

grades. We're engaged in a giant

academic ping-pong match with you.

We're being given marketable skills,

but we aren't receiving an education.

The human needs of my generation

aren't being met by your educational

system.

"The problem here and elsewhere

may be understood by borrowing

from Gerald Farber of UCLA. 'Stu-

dents are niggers. When you get that

straight, our schools begin to make
sense. It's more important to under-

stand why they are niggers. If we fol-

low the question seriously enough, it

will lead us past the zone of aca-

demic bullshit, where dedicated

teachers pass their knowledge on to

a new generation, and into the nitty-

gritty of human needs and hang-

ups.'
"

"In a nutshell, that's the situation

at La Salle. The words 'academic

community' are misnomers. Or if it

isn't, students are very definitely not

part of that community. Communities

don't have caste systems. I'd be
quite surprised if many faculty mem-
bers would argue that they and the

students are—in a Christian sense

—

equal.

"Just like slaves we're obliging

and smiling on the outside, inside

we're hostile and resistent. Large

portions of the 'good students' are

like house niggers of the South

—

they can't see what all the fuss is

about—'the college treats me
good.'

"

"Regretfully, very few of us find

anything in common with you. You,

very frankly, aren't relevant. You
give us the impression that you and
your discipline exist in a vacuum.
Larger and larger numbers of stu-

dents are deciding that a Christian

response, a human response, an

educated response to life doesn't

consist in running and hiding from

the realities outside of La Salle's

fifteen odd acres."



The sign on the door said, "Watch your hat, your coat,

and your Irish temper."

Good morning. Brother Sullivan.

Brother Nicholas Sullivan—NASA lecturer, Geologist, m\-

ness of the Czech invasion, Mayan cave excavator, hard

marker, and resident of Science 212.

"Good morning. I hope this early appointment wasn't too

inconvenient for you."

No, Brother, it's reassuring to know that 7:30 Atvl still

exists.

"I usually try to keep early Tuesday morning open for

correspondence and the like."

Fine, Brother, Now tell me, what would you like to talk

about for the yearbook?

"I assume you're not too interested in the sex life of a

cave cricket?"

No, Brother.

"What then?"

Anything you'd like.

Space Biology. Astronauts trained in geology. Lectures.

Guatamala. Life on other planets. Cultural values. Interna-

tional relations. Medieval approaches. Earth-centered. Sun-

centered. Change, Development. Mediocrity. Middle-class

values. Ideal classes loo Interesting to cut. Outside work

Inside work.

"In a sense living today Is a great privilege. We are

living right, I think, on the verge of the beginning of man's

true understanding of the universe. Man is moving away

from Garth. Instead of self-centered, earth-centered, man will

bo able to look out. And so, more than ever, the need for

some unifying force, some unifying study to integrate what

man knows here on Earth with what will apply to the rest of

the universe."
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Donini I like. He's got a fine attitude. When the
sheepskin syndrome sucks you up for four years
you either hate it or love it, but you always distort
it. Ugo is a lot like Frank Nathans. This is a job
for him, a job he's done well since 1936. But he's
seen a lot of comings and goings, and he's got a
nice way of keeping things In perspective:
"A lot of student criticism of the Catholic col-

lege is outdated. There has been great progress
in the past thirty years. I see paperbacks in the
Bookstore that amaze me.
"A good point here, well, let me give you an

example. You have these radical changes in the
church, and there are the activists. Activist
priests are burning draft cards and marrying
nuns and all. And everybody says these activists
will bring about a change. But the point is the
change started at the top. It was John who
started the whole thing, not the activists. I didn't
hear a goddamn word from Berrigan and that

crowd before John came on the scene, right?

"What I'm trying to point out is that the church
was changing before the activists. They say the
church won't change unless . . . The hell it won't.
It did! The progress made in the church was not
the result of the pressure of the activists— it

came from the pope himself.

"So the establishment can change. La Salle
has changed. The curriculum has changed. Be-
tween '45-'55 we couldn't change, with the G.l.'s

and all, we were in a tough position. But after

that we did change.

"I think the Christian Brothers deserve a lot of

credit for that."

\f\Mi mm
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the GNP, non-mathematic Mooney.

We're all Keyneslans nowl

Give or lake some enthusiasm

Joe Mooney ... the other Mooney .

White hair Mooney.

Corncob pipe Mooney,

Ben Franklin glasses Mooney

All bushy-eyed and bright-tailed Monday mornings

Primed for a wile-and-kids story before wading into

Marginal Propensity to Consume
And othor economic stuff.

Knuckles down on desk tops, Malthus revisited . .

.

We're all Keyneslans nowl

almost
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Athletic

John J. Canney
John P. Collins

Lt. Col. John J. Conboy
Ira Davis

David A. Ervin

Curtis Fromal
Thomas Gola

John C. Greer

George C. Mines
Joseph Kirk

Charles M. Loughran
Paul R. Minehan
Gene McDonnell
Stanley Sokolis

Accounting
Michael A. DeAngelis

Francis J. Guerin

John J. Hanratty

Walter J. Kaiser

Joseph G. Markmann
John F. Reardon
Peter J. Sweeney
Robert F. Weinman
Bro. D. Philip Whitman

Biology

Rev. John Bogacz
Bro. Richard Hawley
Roland Holroyd

Raymond Ksiazek

Thomas J. Lowery
John S. Penny
Bro. G. Nicholas Sullivan

Charles B. Wurtz

Business Law
Edward J. Domineske
Joseph E. Gembala, Jr.

Chemistry

Max Barth

John A. Malone
Bro. Gregory Paul

Ralph Tekel

Bro. Raymond Wilson

Computer
James J. Dougherty
Miss Ascyline Edwards
Mrs. Karen Sirbu

Counseling
Harold J. Byron
Jerome F. X. Carroll

William E. Cashin
Peter J. Filicetti

Thomas N. McCarthy
Frank J. Schreiner

John A. Smith

Education

William J. Binkowski

Carl Fromuth
Eugene C. Korbeck
Bro. Jeremy McNamara

Economics
Joseph P. Cairo

Caslmlr S. Ciesia

John J. Dall

John A. Duffy. Jr.

Joseph F. Flubacher

Richard T. Geruson
John S. Grady
Joseph A. Kane
Joseph P. Mooney
Bronislaw S. Sadnicki

English

Ralph B. Allen

Howard F. Branam
Mrs. Agnes Cannon
James J. Devlin

Peter Frank

Edward E. Gibbons

William Hammill
Mrs. Theresa Handfield

Howard L. Hannum

Paul F, Hissiger

John J. Keenan
Charles J. Kelly

John C. Kleis

Claude Koch
Richard Lauty

Sidney J. MacLeod
Joseph D. McClatchy
Bro, Walter J. Paulits

Joseph M. Phillips

Stephen M. Pripstem
Daniel J. Rodden
John Seydow
Bro Edward P. Sheeky
Ralph R. Thorton
Harry J. Young
James A. Hanes
Thomas M. Ridington
Mrs. Phyllis Juszczyk
Charles White

Finance

James J. Henry
Michael A. O'Meara
Melvin F. Woods

History

J. Sandor Cyiraky

Ugo Donini

Theopolis Fair

Arthur L. Hennessy
Miroslav Labunka
John Lukacs
Dennis J. McCarthy
Joseph P. O'Grady
William O'Toole

John P. Rossi

Minna F, Weinstein

John E. Wrigley

Industry

Bernard B. Goldner

Charles A. J. Halpin

Edward J. McCool
John F. McNeils
Bruce V. MacLeod

Foreign Language
Bernhardt Blumenthal
Mrs, Diane Blumenthal
Leonard A. Brownstein
Joseph M. Carrio

Bro. John D'Alfonso
Domenico A. DiMarco
Roman Garcia-Castro
Bro. Firmin Joseph
Mrs. Rita Mall

Joseph L. Moran
Glen Morocco
George A. Perfecky
Bro. G. Jude Sapone

Modern Language
Richard P. Boudreau
Bro. David H. Kelly

Leo D. Rudnytzky
Miss Fran Speigel

Frank M, Wetzler

Military Science
Lt. Col. Robert Fallon

MSgt. Wharton E.

Fosselman
Mrs. Annette Harris

Sp.l Robert E. Kucinski

SSgt. Jack Mikesell

Major Charles McLeod, Jr.

Major Edward Murphy
Col. Stephen Silvasy

Maj. William Solomon
Lt. Col. Richard Tikiob

Maj. Donald J. Ulmer
Sp.2 Ralph E. Walls

Mathematics
Bro. Hugh N. Albright

Bro. Damian Connelly

R. Scott Eraser

Charles E. Hoffman
John T. Mooney
Bro. James Mullin

Bro. John C, O'Neill

A. Clyde Schock
William M. Sweetser
Samuel J. Wiley
Miss F. D. Zampogna

Marketing
John Christie

L. Thomas Reifsteck

Howard J. Ridgway, Jr.

George R. Swoyer

Philosophy

Carl J. Allen

Gabriel J. Difederico

James C. Fallon

William J. Farnon
Mrs. Florence Fay
Eugene J. Fitzgerald

John F. Gibbons
David A. Harris

Bro. Michael Kerlin

Eugene Lashchyk
Ormond Macoretta

Hoseph C. Mihalich

Rev. Patrick McDonough
E. Russell Naughton
Thomas R. Phillips

Raymond J. Pierzchalski

Richard Stiosser

Bruce Tully

Physics

Anthony Galatola

Bro. Mark Gultmann
Josepti W. Simmons
Bertram Strieb

Peter Vujacic

Political Science

C. Richard Cleary

Robert J. Courtney
Michael R. Dillon

Kenneth L. Hill

Philip E. McGovern
Prancis J. Nathans
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Psychology

Robert M. Gilligan

Bro. F. Vincent Grimes

Robert E. Houiitian

Joseph D. Kovatch

Rev. Leonard Murphy
Sidney M. Rappaport

John J. Rooney

Sociology

Thomas M. Coffee

Jack T. Connors

John F, Connors

Finn Hornum
Richard C. Leonard

Bro. G. Vincent McEntee

Theology
Kevin Coyle

Bro. Edward Davis

David P. Efroymson

Rabbi Bernard S. Frank

Bro. Thomas D. Gimborn

Rev. Raymond F. Mulligan

Bro. James J. Kaiser

Bro. Joseph Keenan
Jerome E. McBride

Bro. William J. Martin

Rev. Regis Ryan

Rov. C. GeorBO Schaller

Rov, Maurice B. Schopors

Rov. Joseph F. Travors

Bro. Luko Tuppony
Rev. Vincent J. Watson

John Carroll White

Evening Division

Arthur A. Allen

Philip Alport

Juan J. Aniodol

Joseph F. Armstrong
Edviiard J. Bader

Jamos E. Biochler

Ronald H. Bohr

Invi/renco G. Bowman

George J. Brooks

George H. Brown

Perry F. Buckley

Peter P. Buechler

Martin L. Burke

Joseph Burns

Peter M. Campanella

Walter Clavan

John A. Clement, Jr.

Gerald F, Connell

Michael F. Connors

Joseph E. Crowley

James J. Cunnane
Brian Damiani
Andrew J. Darcy

David Davis

Francis X. Donohoe
Albert Dorley

William D. Doyle

John M. Dronson

James P. Dwyer
Thomas Dziadosz

Sidney N. Einhorn

Warren Eisenberg

Miss Shirley-Ann Eriksson

GIno T. Fala

Charles J. Flynn

William B. Fynes

Rev. John P. Gallagher

George E. Gibbons

Harry J. Gibbons
Burton G. Glazer

Frederick Goehringer

Frank X. Goelz

Aleck Goldberg

Paul Gordon
Sister Thomas Mary Gore

George Gradel

John J. Grady

Warren Greenberg

Francis V, Griffin

Miss Jean D. Grohman
Charles J. Haberstroh, Jr.

Mrs. Patricia Haberstroh

E. Francis Hanlon

John L. Harbison

John J. Hernan
James F. Higgins

Carl Hoffman
Mrs. Roseana Hofmann
Thomas Horan
Rev. Thomas Horner

James F. Hubbert
Herman Jacobowitz

James P. Jewett

Miss Kathryn Kalkhof

Walter Kane
Donald Kelly

Peter Kelly

Norman Kline

Albert H. Koenig

Walter F. Kosnocky
Bogoljub Lalevic

Umberto La Paglia

Robert F. Lavelle

Henry J. Lopez
Carl McCarty
Thomas J. McCauley
Rev. Francis A.

McDermott
Rev. Lawrence McElroy

Mrs. Mary McGlynn
James J. McKenna
Frank E. McManus
Everett Mailey

John F. Malloy

John J. Malone
Thomas R. Mayhew
Charles A. Moench
John J. Moore

Rev. Robert Morrison

John Morrissey

Paul M. Moser

Rev. John Mulgrew

Edward M. Murawski

Rev. Joseph T. Murphy

Louis E. Murphy
Angus Neaves

Edward J. Nolan

Francis X. O'Connor

James 0. Mahoney
Chester V. Orlik

John A. Pagliei

Benjamm J. Pensiero

Edward J. Pinder

Francis J. Plover

Robert Powlus
Robert K. Preston

Mrs. Estelle Price

Daniel J. Ragan
Mrs. Alma Reeves
Edward N. Richards

Charles F. Rickert

Augustine J. Rieffel

Frederick S. Robinson
James W. Rodgers
Thomas Rodgers
Robert J. Rowland
Alexander Rudhart
Sister Mary Rutherford

Thomas J. Ryan
John Baffin

Harvey Salz

Harold L. Schwartz

Joseph L. Schwartz

H. Richard Seltzer

Leonard Y. Shakt

Charles Showard
Michael L. Sikorski

John C. Singer

Francis X. Smith
Joseph M. Speakman
James Sullivan

Dalip Singh Swamy
Richard A. Teodosio

Gerald A. Tremblay

Louis Usiin

Walter Van Stan

Bernard J. Vaughan

David Vilkomerson

Paul Wilson

Thomas R. Wunder
Miss Helen Yanko

Leo Zuckowsky

Jerome Zwickel

K A.
i I >
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The 1969 Explorer was the first yearbook in LaSalle's history to rely primarily on stu-

dent photographers. As in the last two years, Mr. Abe Orlick and Mr. Kevin Nolan of

Davor Studios performed services above and beyond the call of contract. As in the last

two years, Mr. Joseph Crilley of Wm. J. Keller, Inc. was given the run of the campus for a

day. As in the last two years, the Explorer will be eternally grateful. Unlike the last two

years, however, there was a corps of student photogs, armed and ubiquitous. To Steve

Storms, Uncle Frxl, Jan Kobeski, George Fennel, Jim Girardi, Wayne Towers, Leon
Polowzuk, Matt Frank, Bill Stevenson, and Bill Jones, the 1969 Explorer would also like

to be eternally grateful, but can't really find the time.

The photography in the four books, eight posters, one envelope, and nine separate

sheets of the 1969 Explorer is the responsibility of:

Crilley Book A: 1,2,4-t,6,11 -1,12,13,20,20-21, 51 -t.

Book B: 16,17.

Davor Book A: cover,1 1 -b,24,40-41 ,46-47,60-61

.

Book B: cover,1, 2,4-4,5,6,7,9, 10,11 -L,1 2,1 3,14,1 5,1 8,19,20,21 ,22-

L ,23,31 ,36-t r ,37-t 1 ,37-b ,38,39-t ,39-b r ,40-t r ,40-b ,41 -5,41 -

br,49,50,51 ,52,54,56.

Book CI: 2,4,7,8,9,10,11,12,16,17,18,21,22.

Book C2: 12-tr,12-bL,12-br,13-t,13-bL,13-br,21 ,22-23.

Poster B, Poster C, Senior Poster 1-side 2 left. Senior Poster 2-

side 1 right.

Book B: 25,34,42,43-b,44.

Book A: 7,21-tr,29-L.38,38-39,52,57-t,72.

Book B: 46-tr.

Book C2: 7,9,16-17,18,24.

Senior Poster 2-side 1 left. Senior Poster 3-side 1 right.

Book B: 22-r,24.

Book A: 3,4-b,8-9,1 0.1 5,1 9,22-23,25,27,28,30,31 ,34-r,35,42-L,53,57-

b,63,64-65,66-67,70-t,71.

Book B: 4-L,28,29-r,

Book CI : 3

Book C2: 5,8,1 0,1 2-tm,12-bm, 14,20.

Senior Poster 1-side 1, Senior Poster 2-side 2,

Senior Poster 3-side 1 left & side 2.

Kougats Book B: 30.

Polowzuk Book B: 36-tl,36-b,37-tr,39-bL.

Book CI: 14,

Storms Book A: 5,1 4,1 6,1 7,1 8.21,26,29-r,32,33,34-L,36.37,39-r,42-43,44-

45,48,49,50.51 -b,54-55.56,58,59,60-t.62,68.69,70-b.

Book B: 8,11-r,32,33,35,40-tL,41-bL,43-t,45,46-b,46-tL,48,53,55.

Book CI: cover.l, 6,1 3,1 5,1 9,20.

Book C2: 1,2,4.12-tL,13-bm. 15,24,

Senior Poster 4.

Towers Book B: 29-L.

Explanation: t-top; b-bottom; L-left; m-middle; r-right

two numbers together rater

to pictures on two pages

Fennel

Frxl

Girardi

Kobeski



The year was indeed green, and it it didn't tium, it at least made a large

number of suspicious noises. It was a sneaky kind o( year camoutlaged in

burnt umber and cerullian. but green underneath—and humming. Hum-
ming, by God, humming all the time. It was a year with people in it.

people and the magnificently ridiculous things they did that can't be

posed and captioned and packaged inside a vinyl plastic cover.

With all the things this year was, it deserved something different; and

that's what we gave it. Right about this time, Tradition demands that I take

this opportunity to write out a neat explanation/rationalization/apology

for what we did; but I'm not in the mood. Long-winded digressions by

editors into the philosophical reasons tor their handiwork, like Open
House, traditional yearbooks, and brown shoes, just don't make it. To

those who are entertained by these books and things goes our apprecia-

tion; to those who find it inappropriate, our condolences; to those who
helped make it possible, my thanks and sincerest gratitude.

Yearbook mongering has never been much of a spectator sport at

LaSalle. This year's version of the chronically undermanned staff was
composed of the usual lour or five wild-eyed freaks who would, and did,

stop at everything to inscribe their dribblings on the sands of time. The

total number of lackeys who slaved till the 69 Explorer met our own
dubious standards reaches the dizzying heights of twelve or thirteen mis-

guided souls, and I don't intend to waste an entire covering letter without

parceling out some of the blame.

There isn't any need to be particularly sloppy about it, but without

Steve Storms, Wayne Drozynski, and Wayne Towers, this book would still

be in the hallucination stage. Because of them, and everybody else who
helped out; because of Abe Orlick and Kevin Nolan of Oavor Studios; of

Tony Waltrich and his pen; Joseph Crilley, Peter Frank, Bob Davine, and
especially Stu Kougals, the accumulated tomfoolery of the 69 Explorer

somehow managed to get itself born, in this greenest of all possible

years.

Oh my. Grace, I got no hiding place . .

.

Puissantly yours.

Jan Kobeski
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AP COURT POLL
The Associated Press final

Top 10 with first place votes,
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If a million monkeys with a million typewriters were chained to a million

benches and forced to type for a million-million-million centuries, they

would probably come up with better copy than we did on the second

afternoon. Starting out with far fewer monkeys, it took us a bit longer.

Primates involved (prehensile tails and otherwise):

John Becker

Wayne Drozynski

Kevin Faley

Hank Gambino
Jan Kobeski

Stu Kougats

Bob Lowden
Rich Sampson
Wayne Towers

Book CI p.22.

Book B pp.6,9,1 6,32,33,34,35,47-55

Book CI pp.10,21.

Book C2 pp.6-7,9,14,15.

Book CI p.11.

Book CI pp.7,14.

Book B pp.3,9,19,36.

Book CI pp.1 5,1 7,1 8,22.

Book C2 pp.11.

Book A pp.1 -72.

Book B p.57.

Book CI pp.23,24.

Book CI p.19.

Book CI pp.3,19.

Book B pp.20,23,28,30,37.

Book CI pp.2,4,6.8,9,12,13,20.

Book C2 pp.4,18.





Genuine, free, foolproof LaSalle Buzzword Generator

Choose a three digit number and obtain

your very own Stochastic dialogue component:

Column A
0. Relevant

1. On-going

2. Terminal

3. Existential

4. Urban
5. Non-violent

6. Alleged

7. Obligatory

8. Extracurricular

9. Meaningful

Column B
0. Fraternal

1. Moral

2. Academic
3. Demographic
4. Intramural

5. Compulsory
6. Christian

7. Alcoholic

8. Collegiate

9. Disciplinary

Column C
0. Education

1. Dialogue

2. Component
3. Demonstration

4. Structure

5. Dismissal

6. Colloquia

7. Administration

8. Curriculum

9. Turpitude





The staffs of the Day School newspaper and yearbook

wish to thank their counterparts in the Evening Division for

their cooperation throughout the year, in particular: [\/lr. Leon

Polowczuk (Editor, Evening Explorer), Mr. Leo Craig, Mr.

Henry Gambino (Editor, Evening Collegian), Mr. John Davies,

Mr. Ronald Cubbage, Miss Bobbie Costa.



Inslrudion Manual for Unperturbed Continual

Operation ol ttie LaSalle Game
Are you graduating Irom LaSalie'* Are you an underclassman who will

mtss Mother LaSalle on vacaiion? Are you a day-hop who hates to

leave at 4:30? If any of these descriptions tit you. then the LaSalle

Game is (or you. Even tho' you will not be physically present, you can

still "play the game." Just follow these simple, easy-to-understand rules:

The Shortened Version

Rule t: PLAYERS AND SEATING ARRANGEMENT
Players of the Game shall total in number no less than two. unless

there is only one participant, in which case regulation 1-a will not apply,

either to the single player or to any of his partners or opponents, which,

except under extenuating circumstances (see Appendix A), he or she

does not have.

1-a: The normal number of players being four, each of the players will

seal him (or her) self down along each ol the tour sides of the

assembled game panels. The side at which START is situated is called

North, the remaining sides being considered South. East, and West.

Player A (when caligraphical nomenclature is employed, or Player 1 if it

is necessary to use hierarchical categorizing) will be sealed at the North

side of Ihe Game. Player B at the South side. Player F in the East, and

Player D goes West.

1-b: When only three people are participating, only the North, South, and

West sides are used. The South side should, therefore, be left vacant.

Player A will, m this case, be seated to Ihe left ol Player C, who is

opposite Ihe West side, thereby requiring Player A to sit opposite to Ihe

East side. Player N sits opposite the remaining side.

Seating arrangements for two. live, or more players will be determined

by Ihe hostess.

Rule 2: ERECTING THE GAME PANELS
2-a: When all of the players have been sealed, and each has had no

more than three turns, it will be advisable to assemble the Game board

panels, as continued play would otherwise become increasingly difficult.

Said panels, in the Burke. Gresh. and Mollenhauer editions, consist of

squares ol paper 10 X QVi . Since none of these editions have the

patented Sprissler Interlocking Corners, the Game should be assembled
<n lolal darkness lo allow lor a margin ol internal configuration variation.

If visibility is hampered, overhead spotlights (GE-9734-GRE FU) should

be employed, ll is important to bear in mind that the nine Game panels

must be assembled in a pattern identical to that suggested in the

Bernian Special edition of the Game (except those printed in Baltimore

or where subiect lo local tax). However, in all editions but those

mentioned, Ihe Revised Procedures are to be ignored.

2-b: First lind Ihe Game panel with THE LASALLE GAME printed on it.

Place this upside-down in the upper left-hand corner of the imaginary

layout grid. This will become Ihe center of the completed playing

arrangement. Be sure to keep these in order. Next position the remain-

ing eight squares in reverse alternate order around the first square, in a

counter-clockwise (or widdershins) fashion.

2-c: Repeat as above, omilting clause N.

2-d: Play may be continued in the usual manner when assembly has
been completed.

Rule 3: THE SALMON CARDS
3*a: Before play can start, players must determine what is to be done
with Ihe salmon-colored cards The question is not dilficult to resolve

since the solution—as in all editions ol THE LASALLE GAME—in un-

changmg. All players will be familiar with the carrymg-out ol this

procedure from previous experience. The answer is simply to do what
you are told, ihal is:lollow instructions. The challenge to the player will

not arise in carrying out this solution, but in determining its precise

nature in each instance before a wrong move has been made.

3-c: As Ihe Game progresses through the various events of developmen-
tal discovery, the players will fall upon certain blocks whose essential

communication is Ihe selection of a salmon card. Before this is done,

the players, providing Ihey have completed the necessary requirements
pertinent to the stochastic process ol randomizing card interfaces (called

Schuphling from the Pennsylvania Dutch), must ascertain whether tho

total network of interloquatory desolunonism has been dealt with in the

manner described above, under the appropriate heading.

Rule 4: SELECTION OF GAME PIECES
4-a: Considering the nervous condition of the average player of THE
LASALLE GAME, it will be advantageous for each player lo have some
kind of trinket to trot around the board. Further, ii is recognized ihal the

mental capacities of the players are such as to preclude any possibility

ol their remembering which square they are presently occupying, without

employing some physical object to aid his llaccid, but otherwise tunc-

tionable, memory.
4-b: Providing the players have been following the course of Segmented
Oissolulionism regarding the previous rules, the selection of game pieces

will begin with the second player, that is—second to those proceeding

him in the normal passage ol events—will choose before Ihe first player

unless he happens lo have chosen the West side of Ihe board, In this

case, he is not Ihe second player at all. but is disqualllied for sealing

himself contrary lo ihe sealing regulations outlined above, unless, of

course, the total number ol players does not exceed less than three. Tho
said disqualified player will be required to sit out for three turns, or

until he has mastered Rule T-a, whichever takes longer.

4-c: In selecting game pieces, the players shall take care to choose one
that suits their own ongoing personal experience of becomming. There
are several theories, that is, theories not m the sense ol definite

unknowns posited in parallel contingencies with the uncovering ol scien-

tific—altho' sometimes ersatz—factual signification, but in Ihe sense ol

the revolutionary developments of traditional processes, that can be
employed in this selection of game pieces )o insure Ihe correspondence.
Rule 5: MOVEMENT
A player's piece is relocated, Ihal is to say established at some

portion of the Game board anterior to or, if the occasion warrants,

posterior to the position previous lo the point at which movement begins,

by means of a hexilaceted cube, having sigals valued from one (1) to

six (6) randomly distributed on the faces. If this cube (called the die) is

not, in some fashion, inserted into the creative ongoing programme with

respect to Ihe transference of a player's counter from iis point of

inception to Ihe point of its release, then it becomes problemalical lo

speak of any dynamic interaction system in which Ihe goals of Ihe Game
may be said to be attained to or at least sought, inasmuch as Ihe

deterministic nature of Ihe random gravitational and non-eleasllc Newton-
ian collisions are a preunderslood component in the decision making
process as regards the alteration of the relative positions of the various

counters.

Since the die is not. due to increasing inllaiionary trends and Ihe

concurrent wage-price spiral which preclude any sort of inventory altera-

tion or budgetary expedience, not to say the integrated managerial
network, at present stocked in all editions ol THE LASALLE GAME, it is

recommended that Wesi (unless the number ol players is less ihan the

prerequisites determined in Rule 1) produce a suitable token.

Rule 6. OBJECT OF THE GAME
The object of the Game is lo reach the last square before anybody

1 the irld.

The Longer Version

If Ihe Game takes

the Longer Version.

Ihan 1 hr. 45 mln.. if automatically becomes
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You are overooj'ie with
NoBtaliiia

for Cardinal Dougherty H.3.

Return henoa, forthvith.

PRUSTBATION STSIKSS 'J! J!

(swaar lustily)

Oo to Start

POVfER FAILUBB

In the darkness,
everyone uoves up

2 SPACBS

Oo to the Office of the

President

Computer eats your oards

So baolc to Hagistration.'

(more again,

just for the hell of it)

ALL your Classes are

5th Period Wed.

Qo to Station I

Adranoe two spaoes,

Talce another card.

And ignore it.

POUR RALLIES IS THE QUAD

AT THE SAME TIME.

flea eOiaaA 4

Svirprise Tuition
Inoroase

Lose Seven Turns

7ou deoide to ohange your

major

in your senior year.

Go baok to starti!!!

OKT OUT OP JAIL FREE CARD

use for snowball fights
and effigy hangings

Go ahead one spaoe,

then baok two.

Refleot on the human
oonditlon.

PROPOSED BUILDIKG

ACTUALLY BUILT';:

aove again, quiolcl

You are cordially invited
to attend a Gala Sit-in.

in College Hall
April 15 to April l8

1969

Do not move
for four turns

R.S.V.P. Informal

Oo to S.O.C, fleeting

Return to Start

St. Barbara's Day

Baok 5 spaoes

Lose 10 tttms

Buy Yearboi

Go baok to Start
Lose seven turns
All other players
move ahead 10
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STARRING:
Lord High Naff-Naff

The War Correspondent ...

Joe Batt's Arm
The Pedunculated Cirrlpid .

The Angelic Doctor

"El Terrible" .

.

Picas Justo

Papal Nuncio

The Friendly Giant .

.

Mr. Do Bee
The Great Barrier Reef

1st Fishmonger

Boo
The Whiskey Priest .

.

Fugitive

The Ghost of William James
Heathcliff

1st Harquebusier ...

2nd Harquebusier ...

The Santa Fe Railroad

The Pail

. . Jan Kobeski

Wayne Drozynski

. . . . Steve Storms

. . . Wayne Towers
Kevin Faley

. . Stu Kougats
. Tony Waltrich

. . . Greg Steele

.... Jim Girardi

... Frank Lyons

. George Fennel

. . Bob Lowden
. John Becker

. Rich Sampson

. Gene Thomas
. Bill Stevenson

.... Peter Frank

Abe Orlick

Kevin Nolan

Nicholas Bourbaki

. . . Michael Flynn

and introducing

Bob, as Himself.

Servants, attendants, students, musicians, soldiers, hautboys, recondos, professors,

gagas, campus police, the Ferko String Band, thousands of little green cabbages, the

merry wives of Windsor, assorted birth control devices, sundry miscellany, and a cast of

thousands.

Choreography by Wm. J. Keller Inc.

Wiring and Lighting by Simon Lackawana
Lawsuits by Max
Geegaws and Tomfooleries by the Faculty Senate
Costumes by Crown Vetch

Key Grip, Drugg the Wonder Fungus
Continuity, Vince Lombardi
Make-up, James J. Harding

Permission is strictly prohibited
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9[timini6tration
Extreme Right: Brother Daniel Bernian, F.S.C., Ph.D., LL.D.,

President.

Right: Brother G. Robert Doran, F.S.C., M.A., Dean, School of

Arts and Sciences; Joseph J. Sprissler, B.S., D.C.S., Vice

President for Business Affairs.

Middle-of-the Road: Brother David C. Pendergast, F.S.C., M.A.,

Dean, School of Business Administration; Brother Emery Mol-

lenhauer, F.S.C., Ph.D., Dean, Evening Division.

Left: Brother Martin Stark, F.S.C., M.A., Vice President for Stu-

dent Affairs; Brother Daniel Burke, F.S.C., Ph.D., Vice Presi-

dent for Academic Affairs.

Far Left: Brother Charles Gresh, F.S.C., M. Lift., Dean of Men;
John L. McCloskey,M.B.A., Vice President for Public Relations.
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